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13 December 2018
On behalf of The Culinary Institute of America (CIA), I am writing to wholeheartedly
support the nomination of Hawker Culture in Singapore to the UNESCO
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage. Our support for this listing is
consistent with the core values of the CIA, and we strongly believe in the importance
of safeguarding the cultural heritage of this rich and diverse region now and forever.
The CIA has long been a champion of promoting traditional foodways. As the world’s
premier culinary college, it is incumbent upon us to reflect, research, and document
the past so we can better prepare for the future. To that end, we hosted our first
Worlds of Flavor Conference & Festival in 1993 for food and beverage professionals,
thought leaders, and world cuisine experts at our Greystone campus in the Napa
Valley. Having recently celebrated its 25th anniversary, Worlds of Flavor has been the
food industry’s hallmark leadership event for the sharing of cultures, ingredients, food
and beverage knowledge, and ideas.
In addition, the curricula for the CIA’s degree programs provide hands-on classes in
traditional global cuisines focusing on the Cuisines of Asia, Cuisines of Europe and
the Mediterranean, and Cuisines of the Americas. Students pursuing a baccalaureate
degree are required to take subjects in the History and Cultures of Asia, History and
Cultures of Europe, and the History and Cultures of the Americas.
The CIA also offers baccalaureate students the opportunity to concentrate on a field of
global studies which includes a “semester away” focusing on the study of a specific
culture and cuisine. During these concentrations, students can choose to travel to the
CIA’s campuses in California and Texas; to Puglia, Italy; to Singapore; or, in the near
future, to Barcelona, Spain to study traditional foodways.
The college introduced its first international campus here in Singapore in 2010. The
choice of location was motivated by the fact that Singapore truly reflects the
crossroads of Asian and Western culture. The country is rich in amazing food
heritage, and that’s fully reflected in the Hawker Culture. The types of foods available
in the hawker centers is the foundation of the multi-cultural make-up of the people of
Singapore. Under one roof the iconic dishes representing each race and religious
affiliation of the people of Singapore is consumed and celebrated. From the Malay
community, for example, mee goreng, nasi goreng, nasi lemak, ayam penyet, ayam
masak merah, pitu piring can be found. The Chinese community prepare chicken rice,
wonton mee, bak ku teh, zhi char stall, rojak, black pepper, salted egg and chili crab.
The Indian communities’ contribution of roti prata, dosai, exquisite vegetarian cuisine
cannot be overlooked. Of course, the western influence of beef chop, pepper plate,
hamburger adds to the tapestry of what we know of as Singaporean food. Young
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children are brought up intermingling with people of so many races and ages through
the rich platform of the hawker center. The hawker is the backbone that builds
community in Singapore. The CIA saw this area as an opportunity to research and
codify the heritage foods of Singapore as well as provide the CIA students with a
deep understanding of hawker food and culture both historically as well as
experientially. With this knowledge, the hawker culture will live on as the students
and alumni understand through research the cultural significance of the hawker
center. It is all too easy to take the cultural contribution of foodways for granted. Only
through conscious study and research will a young person understand the importance
of culture to community building. The role of the academy is to provide the
opportunity to the young to be in touch with their culture and heritage.
Within the CIA curriculum, the students are introduced to the ingredients, iconic
dishes and intangible contributions of hawker culture to community building in
Singapore. For example, in multiple assignments across the curriculum, students
through project-based learning, choose a dish that is reflective of their heritage. They
must research the ingredients that comprise the dish, identify if the ingredients are
indigenous to Singapore and if not where they came from, how they got here, who
brought the ingredient, why they were coming to Singapore, what the cooking method
is, expand on the cultural significance of the dish, prepare the traditional dish and
consider ways of innovating the dish while maintaining the commitment to tradition.
In conclusion, the students must present the traditional dish and a sampling of the
innovated dish to their classmates and faculty through a poster and presentation
format.
Because of these numerous assignments, students are taking ownership of their food
heritage Several alumni have opened stalls in hawker centers and are influencing their
family’s food businesses. For example, Raphael Sim (Culinary Award winner for
2015) and Gladwyn Yap have opened Plum Rice in Bedok Center Food Court and
Abigail Wong has opened a stall in the hawker center in Bishan. Mohamad Ariff Bin
Mohamad Zin, upon graduation, has joined and made significant contributions to his
parent’s Malay restaurant, Rumah Makan Minang Restaurant.
A UNESCO listing, along with partnerships with universities that share these core
values, are vital to ensuring that this foundation of culture and heritage can be
safeguarded for future generations. It also provides a valuable framework for
understanding, growth, and innovation.
The Hawker Culture in Singapore is too precious and it is necessary to safeguard it.
We enthusiastically support its nomination to the UNESCO Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage.
Sincerely,

Eve Felder, CEC, CHE
Managing Director
The Culinary Institute of America, Singapore
2|Page
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Letter of Consent
[04 Feb 2019]

Background
At Hwa Chong Institution, students were recently asked to reflect on what hawker centres mean to
them and their families. With much focus on technological advancements, the Fourth Industrial
Revolution and what the future holds for students today, this was a timely opportunity for them to
pause and savour an aspect of local culture that many Singaporeans hold so close to their hearts but
also often take for granted.
These quick sketches and writings reflect the intuitive and diverse feelings our students have of
hawker culture in Singapore.

Consent
We were informed of and support/consent to the nomination of hawker culture for the UNESCO’s
Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
Signed by:

Siew Wenjie Daniel
Senior Consultant / Student Development
Hwa Chong Institution

Hwa Chong Institution
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Dear UNESCO,
You can judge what really matters to you by what you miss the most when it’s not there.
Ask most Singaporeans what they miss when they go abroad. They’re not likely to tell you they
miss the heat, or the humidity - definitely not.
But, I know that without a doubt, they’ll say, “we really, really miss our food.”
Singaporeans really, really love their food. I mean, this could apply to many other cultures in the
world. The key, however, is in ‘our food’, because our food cannot be found just anywhere else in
the world. Our food can be directly translated to hawker food. And I’d argue that it represents us
in more ways than one.
Claiming that food is able to capture the essence of a culture is intellectually, hard to defend;
but also intuitively hard to deny. Whenever we mention a cosmopolitan city, there’s undoubtedly
the image of a multiracial, globalised, international city. But many, many cities are
cosmopolitan: and they’re all characterised in varying ways. Hawker culture is just Singapore’s
intangible, yet very palpable (and palatable!) way of evidencing Singapore’s cosmopolitan
aspect.
Hawker food is not just fusion food. It is the influence of many different cultures, with people of
different races and religion coming together, coming up with new interpretations of old dishes
or new dishes altogether. Hawker centres are testimonies to a melting pot of cultures. For if
culture is an unspoken mutual understanding, then, you see a lot of it in hawker centres. It’s the
overused example of the tissue packet put on a random seat - to anyone visiting Singapore for
the first time, it might not make sense; but ask any Singaporean and they will tell you to look for
another seat. It’s how we don’t mind waiting in the middle of snaking queues for minutes on end
for a plate of char kway teow. It’s how we adamantly defend our favourite dish, and more often
than not, refuse to settle for anything less.
Maybe you can find fusion food anywhere. But rarely anywhere else is it a norm to find all of that
in one place.

Hwa Chong Institution
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More often than not, a meal is a unifying experience. Hawker culture presents a unique
experience because tables are so cramped and packed, that more often than not, tables have to
be shared. So, its not uncommon to see people from different walks of life sitting together at a
round table - if the food itself is not testimony enough, then hawker centres also have the
intrinsic propensity of bringing people even closer together. There are no waiters, tablecloths,
air-conditioning, nor backed chairs, but the food itself is enough to keep everyone coming back
day after day.
When my family goes overseas, we bring kaya to our relatives who stay abroad because it
reminds them of breakfasts next to the drink stall where the coffeeshop uncle pulls the teh tarik
to give it its signature froth. The hawker centre is alive, even as the sun barely touches the sky.
Every Wednesday after school, I used to order the same plate of chicken rice with extra chili and I only had to look at the uncle and smile before he’d start chopping the roast chicken.
At night, even when the streets are quiet out (though Singapore streets rarely are), there are
uncles that sit at the tables, chortling until it’s early morning. By then, it’s early enough for the
hawkers to start preparing for the day.
From day to night, it brings different people together - an undeniable part of the narrative that
constructs our heritage.
I feel that hawker culture attests to a huge part of our cultural heritage, a rojak of cultures, a
culture that is as staple as rice and noodles are to us. And I believe there’s something there
worth preserving.
By: Amanda Woo (18S60)
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JUNYUAN SECONDARY SCHOOL
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Champions for the Community
11 Tampines Street 84, Singapore 528933
: 65873683
: 65873682 @: Junyuan_ss@moe.edu.sg
: http://junyuansec.moe.edu.sg/
_________________________________________________________________________

Letter of Consent
18 Feb 2019

Teachers and students of Junyuan Secondary School were introduced to the Singapore’s
application to UNESCO to include the Hawker Center in Singapore as part of the Cultural
Heritage of Humanity. As such, they were encouraged to send in little write ups of their
perspectives of Hawker Centers and what it meant to them.

Students and teachers submitted their entries through email as well as hardcopy format to
be collated and submitted. They were highly supportive of the nomination to include such an
important aspect of Singaporean life to be included and shared with our international friends

We were informed of and support/consent to the nomination of hawker culture for the
UNESCO’s Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Signed by:

Lim Chien Chee, John
HOD Character and Citizenship Education
Junyuan Secondary School

Nurturing and Empowering Every Junyuan Champ to Lead, to Serve and to Excel
Developing Innovation, Excellence, Respect, Responsibility, Resilience
: https://www.facebook.com/junyuan.secondary/

Junyuan Secondary School
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: https://www.instagram.com/jyssnewsroom/

I love hawker fare!
For the constant buzz in the atmosphere… the coffee that starbucks cannot recreate…
And the freedom to buy as many dishes as I like (for sharing, of course!) because it is so affordable!
One of my favourite memories is having Sunday breakfasts with my late father, at the wet market
hawker centre near my house. Recently, when one of our go-to breakfast stall decided to close for
good, I shed a tear and felt a part of my memory being deleted away. Where else can I get roti prata,
mee soto, black carrot cake, homemade soy bean milk and kopi siew dai, all at the same time?
Ms Ng Sui Lin, Teacher, Junyuan Secondary School
If Singapore is known as a food paradise, then surely our Hawker Centres are the heartbeat of our
gastronomical nation. Humble and unassuming, Hawker Centres form the iconic places that every
born and bred Singaporean can relate to; an irreplaceable icon of our local food landscape. Hawker
Centres provide the fabric that holds the unique and splendid culinary cultures of Singapore
together, sometimes an almost indescribable melting pot of delectable dishes. A feast for the eyes
and a treat for our stomachs. A certain surprise await at every turn in a Hawker Centre, aroma of
spices, of wok hei, snaking queues – a familiar sight among the heartlanders here in Singapore. So
truly, hawker centres had held generations of Singaporeans together and continues to bind our
hearts together. A nation that eats together, stays together. The Hawker Centre, a humble and
quintessential building block of our nation.
Mr Lim Kwang Shen, Subject Head, Junyuan Secondary School
Being from the generation which grew up in humble conditions, with more needs then wants, the
Hawker Center represents both a luxury and a necessity. On one hand, it is a place we go to when
we were feeling a little compelled to have a nice little treat for the week. Times when our family
wanted a spread to enjoy, or where we can try out new dishes which are cooked in a different way
from our regular home cooked meals. Where individual stalls represented a level of mastery in the
dish which cannot be replicated at home. Growing up, this little treat became a necessity where we
looked to places where we can be fed at a reasonable price as we entered into the working world. A
place we can go to in this fast paced country, where time is exchanged with convenience. Memories
of Hawker Centers remained etched in my head with long queues ending at more established stalls
and a sense of excitement as we explored from stall to stall. Many of our friends from overseas have
remarked at the affordable rates as well as choices that our hawker centers offers. As such, stories
of our culture have spread far and beyond and many tour companies have even listed it as a
experiential programme for tourists coming to Singapore for the first time. I grew up with hawker
centers, lived my life through hawker centers and most probably eat at hawker centers in my old
age. It is a Singaporean experience.
Mr Lim Chien Chee, John, HOD CCE, Junyuan Secondary School

Students from Junyuan Secondary School
Ivan’s Ho (3E3)
The Singapore Hawker Centre is part of the local culture and heritage that should be conserved to
remind the future generation that Singapore did not start off this peaceful and harmonious. During
the early years of Singapore, many were still war torn from World War II and the surrounding air still
had this sense of agony and grief from the people. The different races were still not as comfortable
with each other and at times, there would be tension between certain races. Singapore came a long
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and tough journey to piece this ever so delicate puzzle we all now call home. The Singapore Hawker
is just one small part of a greater history Singapore has to offer but it should not be compromised
from its place in the UNESCO representative list of intangible cultural heritage.
Nurin Insyirah (3E3)
Hawker center is a place where people regardless of different races, religions and background come
together to dine. It is part of our life and our memories. It doesn't sell a certain race food but it sells
various foods from different cultures where people from other races can buy and enjoy as well. It
also create a sense of belonging among the community. It being an UNESCO site shows the
importance and cultural background it has and I believe it has the characteristics to be an UNESCO
heritage site. Hawker center may not appear to be grand or luxurious, however it is unique and
important to each of us. As Singaporeans, hawker center is place that we all definitely have been to
at least once in our life probably going there with your family, relatives or friends. It creates a special
feeling that we would want to visit there again.
Aaron Lee (3E1)
Hawker Centre is where most Singaporeans dine at, young and old, it is just like our community
dining room. Singaporean of all walks of life can bond over a share love for food here and it is where
our relationships gets closer here. Hawker Centre makes us feel a sense of belonging regardless if we
are a stall owner or a diner. It is part of us where it includes local food and multicultural heritage
which allows us to taste food from different culture. Hawker Centre is a unique aspect of Singapore
culture which we Singaporean should treasure. Without it, there would not be that much of social
interactions and community bonding. We would not also had tasted the delicious local foods.
Hawker Centre is the best cure for homesickness and a way of life we should embrace. Hence, we
should treasure what is given to us and nominate it.
Patrick Lim (3E3)
It demonstrates the diversity of world heritage and ensure its protection. The cultural institution and
unique part of the country's heritage and identity, the hawker centre. Thus, I support the hawker
centre for the nomination for the UNESCO.

Junyuan Secondary School
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12 February 2019
Letter of Consent
Student Representatives from Community Engagement Council, Foo Jia Yi and Foo Ming Zhou shared
with their peers and teachers about the nomination of Singapore’s hawker culture for the UNESCO’s
Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity during an assembly session. Teachers
and students from various classes and CCA groups expressed their support through letters and
drawings for this nomination.
We are in support for the nomination of Singapore’s hawker culture for the UNESCO’s Representative
List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity and give permission for the drawings and letters to be
used as part of the submission.
Signed by:

Tan Khang Guan
Subject Head (Nation Education & Values in Action)
Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Some guiding questions are as follows:
• What do students appreciate about hawker centres?
• What fond memories do they have of hawker centres?
• How is hawker culture a way of life for Singaporeans?
• How are hawker centres a reflection of Singapore’s multicultural society?

Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Hawker centres are vibrant places reflecting Singapore’s unique culture and way of life. A common space
for anybody regardless of race, religion, dialect group, age and class. The seating arrangement in hawker
centres is in clusters to create opportunities for interaction and bonding among family, friends,
neighbours and even strangers through food. It is a one-stop place where people can enjoy different
cuisines.
Hawker stall holders spend long hours to prepare quality food sold at cheap prices. The hawker stalls are
often managed by different generations and the recipes are passed down from one generation to
another. Some hawker stalls are awarded Michelin-star awards for their delicious food.
Each hawker centre is built beside the wet market to serve the needs of the residents and this centre is
usually crowded with long queues especially at mealtimes and one will get to smell delicious food from
morning to night.
Ms Alice Seah
Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Singapore’s hawker culture is something that permeates through our multi-racial society. It is a culture
that all Singaporeans can relate to, regardless of their race, language, religion or even class. There will
definitely be a hawker stall that we love and look forward to visiting whenever we are overseas for a long
period of time. It is something touching and significant to all Singaporeans from different walks of life.

Hawker centres are also often platforms for lasting friendships and bonds to be forged. We have aunties
and housewives gathering in the morning for their chit chats, the working population lunching in the
afternoon, students enjoying their meals in the evening after their co curricular activities.
Indeed, hawker centres and the hawker culture have subconsciously become part of our lifestyle in one
way or another. Hence, in view of how important it is, I would like to provide unwavering support for it to
be recognised as part of our national heritage.
Goh Miao Guang
Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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As a Singaporean who grows up in the neighbourhoods, hawker centres have always been part of my life
since young. I have fond memories about the hawkers, the hawker food; the smell of nice food and noise
engulf me when I go to one. A place so full of life, always bustling and vibrant, filled with energy. Looking
back, one of my childhood dreams was to be a hawker, selling healthy and delicious comfort food – I
wanted to sell tasty Cantonese porridge (> ~<)!
To me, hawker centres play a very essential/critical role in our modern multicultural Singapore.
They are a very special platform, a common space that allow community bonding and sharing among
people with different and vast backgrounds. It gives Singaporeans access to a wide variety of food
cooked by different ethnicity groups, dialect groups and even different nationalities; facilitating exchange
of food culture, heritage and tradition. Not to mention that it allows people from the lower income
families access to good food at affordable prices.

Hawkers face numerous challenges in the 21st century; from difficult working conditions, rising cost of
living, declining number of hawkers, changing taste and preferences, etc. The hawker trade evolves and
it is still a survivor till this date even with stiff competitions from restaurants, Kopitiams, Food courts,
etc. Therefore while we consume the great food hawkers offer, it would only be right for us to appreciate
what the hawker culture does for us – to bring us not just the food, but the culture, heritage and
tradition behind it. We need this continuation of culture, heritage and tradition. Singapore Hawker
Culture should be recognised, represented and sustained for the future generations.
Lee Yoke Cum, Lynsey
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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IT’S SIMPLE MATH !!!
One Popiah
@Hawker Centre
@Atas Restaurant

SGD 2
SGD 7

One set per pax Steamboat
@Hawker Centre
@Atas Restaurant

SGD 14
SGD 50

Price Differential ratio

2:7

Additionally,
1. Most hawkers put in lots of effort in preparing good food.
The food is hand-made and it requires a lot of experience
and time.
2. Hawker centres are gathering places for me and my
friends.
3. They are a part of our identity and close to the hearts of
all Singaporeans.
4. Hawker centres have food for all races. People from
different races and cultures sit together to enjoy the food.
Math Department
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Ms Isa
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Hawker centres have become a second home
for most Singaporeans. Much like
Mcdonalds’, we spend a lot of time at hawker
centres, enjoying delicious cuisines with
friends and families. As such, the hawker
centres in Singapore have become part of
Singapore’s heritage, playing an integral part
in forging bonds among people and creating
opportunities for greater social cohesion. To
continue to boost this culture of bonding
through food, I feel that it is important to
preserve the hawker culture.

I love the variety of dishes we have at the
hawker centre, especially the prata and milo
dinosaur. Hope the hawker culture will
continue so that there will always be good
food to enjoy.

Jurong Pioneer Junior College

I’m in love with the hawker culture! There
are the familiar faces of our neighbours
whom we call using local endearing terms
like “Aunties” and “Uncles”, the national
“Sport” of “Chope-ing” seats with items like
tissue packets, as well as the delicious
dishes, many of which are fusions of other
cuisines refined to suit the local
Singaporean taste. Thank you, Hawker
centres, for being a place we can truly feel
at home!

I’m thankful for the diverse food choices
available at hawker centres. In fact, we are
spoilt for choice. We need to retain this
culture as they provide authentic dishes
and are able to cater to various, and
sometimes even demanding requests!
Student Grace, Madeline, Janani & Ray
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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“Hawker centres are open-air complexes where Singaporeans can purchase and consume food. Most
Singaporeans frequent hawker centres as delicious and affordable food is sold there. The wide array of
cuisines from all races and countries available is a true reflection of Singapore’s multicultural society.
Singaporeans can enjoy food from different cultures other than their own. There are many hawker
centres located around Singapore and most of them are located near residential estates, making it
convenient for Singaporeans to have their food immediately or as takeaways. Personally, my family and I
often visit the hawker centres near our home due to the cheap and good food sold. We really enjoy the
time spent and have many fond memories there.”

Student Gladys Ang
Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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“I really enjoy the fact that there are many
different dishes. I love almost all the food
,from chicken rice to prata. I hope this
culture will not die out and we will continue
to appreciate it! Hawker centre food for the
win!”

“I love the fact that we can get cheap and tasty meals
at hawker centres! My favourite dishes are kway
teow, goreng combo and the peng! They are simply
delicious! I will not trade hawker culture for anything
else!”
Student Ruqaiyan
Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Student Syaza,
Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

CCA PlayART
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

CCA PlayART
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Students Suban, Farah & Diyanah
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Student Darren Chan Wei Xi
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Students Chuah JuneLynn, Tan Ker Wyn and Siobhan
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Class 18S01
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Student Athiran Clarisse
Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Students Yi Ting & Chermaine
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Students YiLin & Rachel
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Students Xu Jing & Venus
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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Jurong Pioneer Junior College

Other Students’ artwork
Jurong Pioneer Junior College
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LASALLE College of the Arts
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Nanyang Polytechnic
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Nanyang Polytechnic
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Nanyang Polytechnic
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Nanyang Polytechnic
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Nanyang Technological University Department of History
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Nanyang Technological University Department of History
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Nanyang Technological University Department of History
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National University of Singapore History Society
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National University of Singapore History Society
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National University of Singapore University Scholars' Programme
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National University of Singapore University Scholars' Programme
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Dear Evaluation Committee,
Subject: Nomination of Hawker Culture – UNESCO Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity
Pei Chun Public School strongly pledge our support for the nomination of “Hawker Culture of Singapore”.
Pei Chun Public School is a school with rich heritage, established in 1933, it started as a Chinese-medium
school by a group of Hainanese merchants who wanted to provide education for the children of the
Chinese working class. The first school building was a shop house along Tanglin Road. The school moved
to Orchard Road in 1935. Due to outbreak of World War II, the school stopped functioning in 1941 and
only restarted its operations in an old bungalow at Anderson Road in 1946. The school moved to Balmoral
Road in 1947 and became a Government-aided school in 1956. In 1970, the school started its operations
at Toa Payoh Lorong 6.
During the pre-war era, the founders had the vision of providing quality holistic education for future
generations. With its unique Chinese culture and rich tradition as a Chinese-medium school in its early
days, the school was accorded the Special Assistance Plan (SAP) status in 1990 where the school prides
itself in developing effectively bilingual students who are inculcated with traditional Chinese values,
through holistic education. Such conviction remains unchanged over the past 85 years and it continues to
deepen as the school forges ahead with greater emphasis on character building, collaboration, innovative
thinking and 21st century skillsets.
Pei Chun Public School is the only
school in Singapore bearing the word
“Public”, the school name clearly
signifies the intent of its founders – a
school started by the community for
the community. Today, the school
continues to serve the community in
Toa Payoh and beyond. On the other
hand, the community provides many
learning platforms and opportunities
for our young learners to explore and
experience
authentic
learning
activities. In most recent past
activities, the food from the hawkers
around Toa Payoh are experiential
learning platforms for our students and staff. In 2015, the school staff explored the Toa Payoh community
and embarked on a food trail. The project entitled, “Our Story – In the Lorongs of Toa Payoh” includes a
book publication, an app for the food trail in Toa Payoh and transportation card (i.e. EZ-link card) (Please
see picture insert for the artefacts). The book featured recipes of many popular local dishes and food sold
by many hawkers in Toa Poyah. Many of our students stay in the Toa Payoh community and we want to
be able to capture their memories from the myriad of tastes found in our local hawker dishes.

Pei Chun Public School
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While food binds people together, the way of life around the food creates the culture. As the city-state
Singapore modernises, the convenience of and love for hawker food are not replaced. The hawker centres
do not only provide food to satisfy physical and biological needs, they have become phenomenon spaces
where people engage and connect. In addition, it is a snapshot of our multi-racial and multi-cultural
society where food from different cultures and races are made available to all. Behind each dish served
at the hawker centres, there is a story untold.

Nested in Toa Payoh, a hawker food haven, it presents itself a very enriching and authentic learning
opportunity for our students to understand the people and the stories behind the dishes. We leverage on
the opportunity to have our students to interview and capture stories from the hawkers in Toa Payoh
Lorong 7. This is one of the many inter-schools collaboration activities with First Toa Payoh Primary School.
The collaborative project had an exhibition at the Toa Payoh Public Library (Please see picture insert).

Pei Chun Public School
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The project was titled, “Fond Memories of Toa Payoh”, which saw the collaboration of both schools’
Applied Learning Programme and Lifelong
Learning Programme. In this project, the
students of both schools came together to
learn new skills such as interview protocols;
photography; videography, story-boarding,
video-editing and presentation. What made
the experience enriching was the opportunity
to get up close and personal with the hawkers
and to satisfy their curiosity on the story
behind the food. Their interviews could be
viewed using the QR code
provided here.

Preserving the Singapore Hawker Culture is quintessential. What defines a culture include what people
eat – food is well-marinated with history, climate, identity and social values. By preserving the Singapore
Hawker Culture, the future generations of Singapore and many more people around the world will
recognise the value and importance of Hawker Culture. Just like the hawkers who inherited the skills and
love for the hawker dishes from generations before, we hope that the Hawker Culture continues to be
transmitted from one generation to the next.

Pei Chun Public School
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Letter of Consent
18 February 2019

During the lesson, students were briefed about UNESCO and Singapore’s bid for hawker culture to
be placed on the UNESCO’s Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. A short
discussion was held to present possible information to include. The writing of the letter was done
independently at home.
We were informed of and support/consent to the nomination of hawker culture for the UNESCO’s
Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
Signed by:
Renee Yuanna Sulaiman
Punggol Green Primary School
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Show your love & appreciation for Singapore Hawker Culture!





What do you appreciate about hawker centres?
What fond memories do you have of hawker centres?
How is hawker culture a way of life for Singaporeans?
How are hawker centres a reflection of Singapore’s multicultural society?

Please share your reflections (through words or sketches).
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Show your love & appreciation for Singapore Hawker Culture!





What do you appreciate about hawker centres?
What fond memories do you have of hawker centres?
How is hawker culture a way of life for Singaporeans?
How are hawker centres a reflection of Singapore’s multicultural society?

Please share your reflections (through words or sketches).
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Show your love & appreciation for Singapore Hawker Culture!





What do you appreciate about hawker centres?
What fond memories do you have of hawker centres?
How is hawker culture a way of life for Singaporeans?
How are hawker centres a reflection of Singapore’s multicultural society?

Please share your reflections (through words or sketches).
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Show your love & appreciation for Singapore Hawker Culture!





What do you appreciate about hawker centres?
What fond memories do you have of hawker centres?
How is hawker culture a way of life for Singaporeans?
How are hawker centres a reflection of Singapore’s multicultural society?

Please share your reflections (through words or sketches).
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Friday, 8 February 2019

12:20 PM

Letter of Consent
8 February 2019

For the short paragraphs on hawker culture, students were tasked to write a descriptive paragraph about the hawker
culture in Singapore which involved their 5 senses. It was supposed to be a thematic approach to get the students
started on descriptive writing.

As for the poems, the students were on a journey of exploring creating their own work based on Singapore culture and
heritage.
The art pieces were specially focused on the hawker culture especially since 2018 there were a lot of talks and
discussions about the future of our local hawker heritage.
We were informed of and support/consent to the nomination of hawker culture for the UNESCO’s Representative List of
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
Signed by:

Mr Landy Chin
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Quick Notes Page 1

Poem 1
'Hawker Centre' by Kristen Teo, Class 2/5
You can See
people looking for a place to chope
vendors preparing for the hungry lot
cleaners cleaning up the mess others made
birds on tables, over food they fought.
You can Hear
gossip amongst close friends
choppers delivering loud blows to meat
plates and bowls just clinking around
fried bananas sizzling from oil's heat.
You can Smell
roti prata straight from the pan
a hint of coins and cash
coconut milk rice steaming around the corner
leftovers from the trash.
You can Taste
springy, sauce-soaked egg noodles
curry rich in spice
the sliced fish in your porridge
fruit juice accompanied with ice.
You can Feel
the breeze from the ceiling fans
the hard plastic from your chair
the appreciation for hawker centres
as around the world, they are rare.

Poem 3
'A Hawker Centre', by Muhammad Dani
Mirza, Class 2/5
It's a heavenly place where,
all food lovers unite.
Some may eat there,
while some will tabao and eat at night.
Stomachs growling like a lion,
while waiting in line.
But as long as we get our food,
it will all be fine.
The aroma of local food,
like prata and chicken rice.
Hovering like a fog in a city,
oh it smells so nice!
It doesn't cost too much
for a decent portion
but it's hard to decide what to eat
there are just so many options!
When you see a tissue packet on a table,
please just keep in mind,
that the seat is choped!
So don't steal it, and just be kind.

Poem 2
'Hawker Nostalgia' by Ngu Yi Xuan, Class
2/5
The familiar smell
of oil and chicken,
the familiar sounds
of the wok in the kitchen,
the savoury taste of fragrant rice
tissue packets laid side by side.
The hot afternoon with no air-conditioning
paired with steaming soup from the stalls
Wiping sweat from my face
Delicious sauce with satay
Hawker centres,
they have all my favourites
A Singapore trademark,
not to be forgotten.
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Write up for Singapore’s hawker bid in UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural Heritage

Jane (4/2)
The smell is indescribable, drool starts to form in one’s mouth as hunger strikes in. the wide
variety of choices is driving them crazy as if it is imploring them to choose between life and
death. The smell of the coconut and the familiar smell of spices linger in the air mixed with
the smell of freshly cooked chicken and curry. While they look on in joy, children imitate the
flipping action made by the Indian man selling roti prata. Shouts of drinks orders ring through
the hawker centre.
Have you ever wonder if it is a dream or a nightmare?
Droopy eyes coming from the owners who are awake from the morning preparing the
ingredients to ease one’s tummy.
Smile of the customers bring to them the satisfaction of hard work.
A place to go – hawker centre. A little country in Asia – brings people from all walks of life
together.
This is Singapore.
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Choy Xuan (4/2)
I have always enjoyed having my meals in hawker centres as they offer a variety of food
choices and give me a chance to bond and interact with my family. Although the hawker
centre is warm and humid, like our weather, and filled with many people from all walks of life,
this is an accurate representation of Singapore. My family members play an important role in
this bustling place – to take turns to ‘chope’ seats at the scarce tables that are available to
joining snaking lines for bak chor mee, sambal stingray or even refreshing sugarcane drinks!
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Abiramee (4/3A)
When I visit the hawker centre with my family or friends, we are basked in the warm
atmosphere that is the cornucopia of gastronomical pleasures. If we are desperate to get
food, we would use the ubiquitous tissue packet to reserve seats while we join in the long
snaking queues to buy our food. The stall owners put in much love in the preparation of food
– evident through their taste and it is garnished with the kind and friendly conversations that
accompany the food. The way this amazing place seems to work seamlessly like a well-oiled
machine never fails to amaze me.
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Singapore Management University
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The Hawker Culture in Singapore represents the multi-ethnic, multi-racial identity that
Singapore has come to be known for. Hawker centres provide a platform for
Singaporeans from all walks of life, regardless of race, language or religion to come
to a common place to dine and forge long-lasting relationships with one another.

My family often visits the hawker centre on Bedok South Road. This hawker centre
was particularly memorable for my father as it has been around during his childhood
years. Even now, my parents would buy long tong from a particular Malay store every
Chinese New Year as part of our family tradition to hold family gatherings on the first
day of Chinese New Year. It is through such a platform that my parents have managed
to forge friendships with the Malay aunties and even learnt some of their recipes and
culture from their conversations.

In conclusion, Singapore's Hawker Culture should be under the UNESCO's
Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage. Hawker centres are representative
of Singapore's history, with many of the hawker dishes originating from the food
cultures of different immigrant groups who settled in Singapore. Over time, they have
evolved to become the distinctive local dishes that we love and form an important part
of our food heritage.

Vernice Tan
Temasek Junior College
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Bedok

South

Hawker

Centre,

a

hawker

centre

I

am

all

too

familiar

with for the past 6 years of my Integrated Programme (IP) journey. This
is

because

that

particular

role

in

offering

cake

to

Hainanese

me

hawker

with

Chicken

centre

has

all

kinds

of

Rice

to

Mala

really
food

taken
from

diligently

for

on

a

black
the

vital
carrot

past

6

years!

I remember vividly of me and my friends always having Mala Mondays
after school! We would always run to the Mala stall so that we would
be first in the queue for Mala and that we would not have to wait that
long. Even after we have finished devouring Mala, we would just sit at
the hawker centre and talk for 1 to 2 hours because the environment
was really conducive for us to catch up with one another! I would also
remember being greeted by the friendly aunties and uncles who are in
charge of clearing the tables and we would often chat with them and
ask them about their life.

All

in

all,

I

am very grateful to

be

a

Singaporean

enjoying

a

wide

selection of Singaporean cuisines from our unique hawker centres!

Lam Qian Yi
Temasek Junior College
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Temasek Polytechnic Culinary Academy
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